Together is the recommended software development tool in the Atlas collaboration. The programmatic API, which provides the capability to use and augment Together's internal functionality, is comprised of three major components -IDE, RWI and SCI. IDE is a read-only interface used to generate custom outputs based on the information contained in a Together model. RWI allows to both extract and write information to a Together model. SCI is the Source Code Interface, as the name implies it allows to work at the level of the source code. Together is extended by writing modules (java classes) extensively making use of the relevant API. We exploited Together extensibility to add support for the Atlas Dictionary Language. ADL is an extended subset of OMG IDL. The implemented module (ADLModule) makes Together to support ADL keywords, enables options and generate ADL object descriptions directly from UML Class diagrams. The module thoroughly accesses a Together reverse engineered C++ project -and/or design only class diagrams -and it is general enough to allow for possibly additional HEP-specific Together tool tailoring.
INTRODUCTION
The ATLAS (see atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas) Dictionary Language (ADL) [1] is a platform independent extended proper subset of the Interface Definition Language (IDL 2.0) from Object Management Group (see www.omg.org). ADL was developed as part of ATLAS continuing efforts to enhance and customize its software architecture and to provide support for object description and integration in Athena [2], the ATLAS off-line analysis framework.
The ADL description of data objects is used in the context of a general Data Dictionary (DD) facility and constitutes the input to compiler-based utilities (DD). The utilities provided by the DD and based on ADL description [3] of objects can be as diverse as possible: data tools integration, semi-automatic persistency, schema evolution, multi-language support, component independence, stability and robustness, coding rules enforcement, etc.
In the late phase of ADL development one of the "would be nice if" envisaged evolution was the integration of ADL with Together CASE tool. The integration would have been an ideal solution to achieve the semi-automatic description of Even Data Model objects already developed and maintained within the collaboration. What was initially just a pure speculation became a reality after initial study of the open API of Together.
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Figure 2: The ADL-Together integration
Together
Together [4] Control Center constitutes a complete environment covering the various aspects of the software development process: analysis, design, implementation and deployment. Together encompasses UML modeling with an integrated development environment (IDE) achieving a full synchronization between design and implementation. A characteristic of Together tool is its integrated dual view of the model: object oriented diagrams and the actual code constitute essentially a view of the same modeled information. Changes in the design can be reflected in the code nearly in a real time basis. This synchronization also occurs in the code editor so that changes in the implementation are automatically reflected in the model diagrams.
Together 
THE OPEN API AND MODULES

Together Extensibility
Together Control Center comes with an open API composed of a three-tier interface that enables varying degrees of access to the native infrastructure. The top tier represents the highest degree of constraint and the lowest tier the least degree of constraint. The interfaces are very simply named:
• • com.togethersoft.openapi.rwi package and its subpackages 2.1.3. SCI As the name implies the Source Code Interface takes the developer down to the source code level. An SCI model is a set of sources (for Java, class files are allowed) organized into packages. The SCI packages represent the Java packages (which can be stored even in .zip or .jar files) or directories for other languages. SCI model can contain parts written in different languages.
SCI allows to work with the source code almost independently of the language being used. For example, a SciClass object can represent a class in both Java and C++.
• com.togethersoft.openapi.sci package and its subpackages
Modules
Together comes with several pre-existing modules to extend its capability to integrate with other applications and tools. Modules are sets of Java classes that implement the IdeScript or the IdeStartup interface (or both) from the Together API. The ADL module makes use of the first two API groups.
THE ADL MODULE
This section will look at details of the ADL Generation module with code snips. Code snips will make explicit the exploitation of the open API and the relative little effort to achieve the desired -although visually complex -results.
The module development started with the InsertTags sample module in the Together tutorial -that is called plagiarism in literary circles, in the software industry it's called reuse.
The sample module provides the skeleton to traverse a Together model and add javadoc tags as it goes. It looks at classes, interfaces, and their members.
The ADL module builds on this and while traversing the Together project it extracts relevant information from selected classes in order to generates the ADL description file for each of them. For this the module creates a new main Property Inspector tab -simply labeled ADL -in the Together GUI. Selected options trigger the addition of relevant javadocs to the class declaration reflecting the selections made by the user on ADL properties.
The module operates into two phases: the first occurs at Together startup to configure the enhanced Property Inspector and read the configurations to properly run the ADL module, the second to gather the context of the opened Together project when the user selects classes in the current diagram and operate on the ADL options at class, method and attribute level as supported by the module itself. 
Startup and Context Verification
There is not much in here apart instructing Together on where to look for the ADL module configuration file(s). Together will load any configuration file present in the config directory of the ADL module.
This allows for easy management as all different configurations can then be kept separated by their target, e.g., Property Inspector, diagrams, etc. 
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Figure 5: ADL module configuration example When the ADL module is first invoked it makes sure that there is a project and diagram open, and issues a no action error message if there isn'
Visiting Packages
ADLModule assumption is that the user works on element of the project being opened, i.e., we do not want to work on imported elements or components. Making use of the concept of Property in the RWI API, we may ask questions about the identity and details of every element in the model.
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The set of properties may also be extended. This allows the ADLModule to define and set in the GUInamely the Property Inspector -its own specific ones which are extensively used in the code.
In this particular case we check the value of the Together RWI property MODEL_PART so to verify that the selected package is indeed part of the project: Note that we do nothing to packages or diagrams being visited but get to their nodes, i.e., the singles classes therein described instead. The next method is where information relevant to ADL description generation is collected at class level.
Visiting Nodes
As before we only look at non-imported items, further we only want to look at class and interface nodes: if (RwiShapeType.CLASS.equals(rwiNode.getProperty(R wiProperty.SHAPE_TYPE))) {comment = (rwiNode.hasProperty(RwiProperty.INTERFACE)) ? "interface" : "class"; // Get the writer of the ADL output file createAdlFileWriter(className);
At this point in the ADLModule we are inspecting a selected class. The createAdlFileWriter is responsible for attaching a new ADL file as <ClassName>.adl to an output streamer available to all methods in the module during the parsing of the details of each selected class: visitAttribute(member); }
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The visitAttribute method extracts the attribute NAME and TYPE. Then determines its visibility, thence the ADL persistent and read-only properties, thence it writes the information on the <classname>.adl file and repeats the process for each attribute. In the module these ADL specific properties are Booleans: name = member.getProperty(RwiProperty.NAME); t ype = member.getProperty(RwiProperty.TYPE); [...] // Determine attribute persistent/readonly proeprties if (member.hasProperty("ADLREADONLY")) adlAttrDecl = "readonly " + adlAttrDecl; if (member.hasProperty("ADLPERSISTENT")) adlAttrDecl = "persistent " + adlAttrDecl; [...] adlWriter.println(adlAttrDecl); ADL properties selection from the Property Inspector are updated on the fly on the class source code with relevant Javadocs so to have immediately a visual clue of the selections being made from the GUI.
The GUI -Property Inspector -is independent of running the ADLModule: ADL properties selection are applied to the final ADL declaration output file when the module is actually run on the selected class(es).
The visitOperation method does several things to the javadocs of the class, subsequentely the parameters are processed for ADL generation. The return value of all methods is checked: An action is only valid if there is a return type (i.e. constructors don't have one and do not have an ADL description) and it is not null: if (member.hasProperty(RwiProperty.RETURN_TYPE))
In visitOperation we make use of RWIPropertyMap to pull the property values from each method parameter. At this point we have gathered and stored all required information to generate a meaningful ADL description for the class: // Completed ADL writeADL(className);
